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1 Preface
Portents with regards to solo roleplaying are words, phrases, pictures that evoke meaning in order to help
the player with creating a scene or answering an oracle question. In this document, a d144 table of idioms is
displayed, along with a break-down process to generate random portents.

2 Process
Roll two d12 dice. Assign the first die to the rows of the table and the second to the columns, in order to find
the random idiom.

Idioms as portents have a double meaning. The player can choose to apply them figuratively or literally,
depending on context and what makes sense.

In the case that neither the figurative and the literal meaning of the phrase makes sense, the player can
begin the breakdown process.

Break down the phrase into its parts and pick only the ones that can be applied to the scene. Choose the
most applicable part. If a part can be chosen, prioritize in the following order: combined parts, nouns, verbs,
adjectives. Otherwise assign a probability and roll randomly.

In general don’t fret too much over the result. It’s meant to be evocative, fast and not break the flow or
immersion. Roll, take the best hint of the meaning and apply it.
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3 d144 Idiom table

d12/d12 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 A cold day in hell Ants in the pants Bite the hand that
feeds you

Can’t make an
omelet without
breaking eggs

Devil’s advocate Fish or cut bait

2 A dime a dozen Barking up the
wrong tree

Blow away the cob-
webs

Can’t see the forest
for the trees Dog in the manger Fish out of water

3 A nail in the coffin Basket case Blow off steam Change of heart Don’t look a gift
horse in the mouth Fit as a fiddle

4 A piece of cake Beating a dead
horse Bolt from the blue Circle the wagons Down to earth Foaming at the

mouth

5 A poor workman
blames his tools

Beating around the
bush Break the ice Cold fish Draw a long bow Fool’s gold

6 A stitch in time
saves nine Bell the cat Brush under the

carpet
Come hell or high
water Draw the line Fox in the henhouse

7 A storm in a teacup Bend an elbow Bull in a china shop Cool as a cucumber Dropping like flies From pillar to post

8 Add fuel to the fire Between a rock and
a hard place Burn bridges Cry over spilt milk Eat crow From soup to nuts

9 Albatross around
one’s neck

Between the devil
and the deep blue
sea

Burn the midnight
oil Cry wolf Eat your heart out Go out on a limb

10 All bark and no bite Bigger fish to fry Busy bee Curiosity killed the
cat

Elephant in the
room Goody two-shoes

11 All hat and no cat-
tle Birds of a feather Buy a pig in a poke Dance with the

devil Fight fire with fire Grab the bull by
the horns

12 An arm and a leg Birds of a feather
flock together

Calm before the
storm Dark horse Fire in the belly Grasp at straws
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d12/d12 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Grease the wheels Jaws of death Not the sharpest
tool in the shed Ring any bells Spin a yarn Two peas in a pod

2 Greased lightning King of the hill On thin ice Roll with the
punches Straight arrow Ugly duckling

3 Green around the
gills Know the ropes Once in a blue

moon Set in stone Straight from the
horse’s mouth Under your nose

4 Hanging by a
thread Let sleeping dogs lie Playing possum Short end of the

stick
Strain at a gnat and
swallow a camel

Until the cows come
home

5 Hard nut to crack Let the cat out of
the bag Put a sock in it Shot in the dark Sweeten the pot Upset the apple

cart

6 Hard pill to swallow Living under a rock Put the cart before
the horse Silver bullet Swinging for the

fences Wake up call

7 Hatchet job Lone wolf Put the cat among
the pigeons Sitting duck Taste your own

medicine Walk on eggshells

8 Haul over the coals Long in the tooth Quick and dirty Sleep with the
fishes

Teach an old dog
new tricks

Water under the
bridge

9 High and dry Love birds Raining cats and
dogs Snake oil The walls have ears Whistle in the dark

10 Hit below the belt Make hay while the
sun shines Rake over the ashes Sour grapes Through the

grapevine
Whistle past the
graveyard

11 Hit the sack Mountain out of a
molehill

Read between the
lines Speak of the devil

Too busy fighting
alligators to drain
the swamp

White elephant

12 It’s darkest before
the dawn

Needle in a
haystack

Right out of the
gate Spill the beans Too many cooks

spoil the broth Wild goose chase
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4 Examples
It’s the middle of winter, and the party has arrived at a ruined keep, with a stream running in the middle.
The solo engine points the need to add a simple element. Turning to a portent for inspiration, the roll comes
(5,3): *break the ice*. Since there is no social interaction, the figurative meaning cannot be applied. The literal
meaning, could be interpreted as *someone breaking ice blocks*, but this would change a lot more than a simple
element. Therefore, taking *ice* out of the idiom parts, can be applied as a simple element that the stream has
frozen.

5 Postface
Getting the most of a phrase is very important in solo roleplaying as tapping into inspiration can be mind
taxing. Idioms are a very interesting part of the English language and there are multitude of meanings one can
derive from them (especially literally in fiction).
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